Effects of dialectic-behavioral-therapy on the neural correlates of affective hyperarousal in borderline personality disorder.
Affective hyperarousal is the hallmark of borderline personality disorder (BPD) and the main target for dialectic-behavioral-therapy (DBT). This pilot study examined whether improved regulation of affective arousal following DBT translates into changes in relevant neural systems. We applied five sequential fMRI scans over a 12-week in-patient treatment program. Six female BPD patients and six controls were included in an event-related fMRI design which induced emotional arousal through standardized images. In addition to analyzing valence-based stimulus categories over time, the study assessed the modulation of hemodynamic responses through emotional arousal by means of parametric HRF modulation with self-ratings of stimulus dependent arousal. BPD data revealed a decreasing hemodynamic response to negative stimuli in the right-sided anterior cingulate, temporal and posterior cingulate cortices as well as in the left insula. In addition, these areas displayed a continuous decrease in HRF modulation through individual arousal in BPD patients. Moreover the four DBT responders displayed reduction of HRF modulation in the left amygdala and both hippocampi. fMRI designs that use multiple repeated measures are suitable for application in therapy research. In our pilot study DBT treatment was accompanied by neural changes in limbic and cortical regions resembling those reported on psychotherapy effects in other mental disorders.